Yakama Nation Full Circle Scholarship Application

The Yakama Nation Full Circle Scholarship (YNFCS) award was designed with the understanding that Heritage University sits on the homelands of the Yakama Nation. To that end, as a tribal nation, the roots of the Yakama Nation tribal community remain deeply embedded in its commitment to sustain its people through education access. Heritage University understands and aligns with the Yakama Nation in this commitment as the founders so envisioned. The idea of “coming full circle” embodies the notion of how the YNFC scholarship leads back to the Treaty of 1855, Article 5; the education provisions for the people of the Yakama Nation. Heritage University honors that treaty obligation by offering the YNFC scholarship, hence, coming full circle.

The requirements for the YNFC Scholarship are:

- An enrolled Yakama Nation tribal member, attach copy of Yakama Nation tribal enrollment card.
- Heritage University Undergraduate First-time freshman or First-time transfer students.
- Applicant must fill out a FAFSA
- Applicant must not be defaulted on any loans.
- Applicant must apply for the YN Scholarship and BIE Scholarship if Eligible.
- Students must have and maintain a GPA of 2.5 or higher to apply.
- Complete the Heritage University Admissions Application

Student Information:

Name: ________________________________

Enrollment Number: ____________________

High School or Current College GPA: ______

Intended Major: ________________________

On a separate sheet of paper or below please let us know what your plans are to give back to your community?

*This tuition provision scholarship is combined with grants, institutional scholarships and any outside scholarships to cover 100% of tuition costs.